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Mainframes are a lot like banks. They hold
some of the most valuable information in
the world — which make them a lucrative
target for everything from insider attacks
to data theft. Mainframes today process
over $8 trillion in credit card transactions
annually, and as much as 70 percent of all
corporate data still runs on the platform. The
mainframe platform is clearly critical to the
hybrid IT ecosystem in helping to deliver endto-end customer experiences and drive digital
transformation.

$8 TRILLION
credit card transactions
are processed annually
via mainframe
computers.

70%

of all corporate data still
runs on a mainframe
platform.

Mainframes however — while the most secure platform ever built —
are not impervious to cyber threats and regulatory mishaps. Enterprises
must leverage the right policies and security solutions to lean into the
inherent security of the platform and comply with the regulations.
Take privileged users. The mainframe’s built-in security measures can
easily be bypassed by a stolen, lost or shared credential — a scenario that
unfortunately happens every day. In fact, compliance audits focus on
ensuring organizations have processes in place to protect against these
insider threats.
The risks to mainframe data are growing by the day as are the
regulations. Data privacy rules and regulations such as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) are holding enterprises responsible for
maintaining data integrity, and fines associated with non-compliance can
reach as high as four percent of annual global revenue. Given that most
enterprise organizations with a mainframe generate millions of dollars
in annual revenue, it’s easy to see how expensive non-compliance can
become.
Enterprises today are faced with the same challenging questions: How
do I pass my next compliance audit? How do I reduce the costs and
efforts associated with passing an audit? What are the main compliance
concerns for an enterprise processing large amounts of data? How do I
resolve gaps and prepare the business for continuous compliance? Read
on to find out.
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THE CRITICALITY OF MAINFRAME SECURITY
The mainframe runs everything from simple bank balance look-ups
on mobile devices to billions of credit card transactions using advanced
analytics. There’s even more diversity in terms of types of workloads
running on mainframes as organizations increasingly leverage different
Linux operating systems to keep down IT costs. While this approach
tends to reduce overhead, it also results in different types of workloads
running on the mainframe — workloads that need to be both secured
and audited to ensure compliance.

25%

of organizations do not
have a formal process
in place to secure data
against internal threats.

The assumption that gets made is that access to all those workloads
is secure because the data is usually encrypted. However, current and
former employees, contractors and business associates that understand
an organization’s processes can wind up being complicit in everything
from fraud to theft of intellectual property. It’s the existence of these
insider threats that makes limiting who can access what mainframe data
a crucial element of any IT security strategy.
Unfortunately, not every organization has a robust program in place
for managing privileged credentials. In a recent survey, 25 percent of
respondents admitted they did not have a formal process in place to
secure data against internal threats.
Though important, mainframe security efforts should not be limited
to insider threat mitigation. The mainframe has amassed data over the
years. In a recent panel discussion on mainframe security and compliance,
Rainer Barthel, Security Architect at Mainline, said, “Mainframe has the
crown jewels, so it’s the most important part to protect.” Most companies
do not know their data lineage due to lax policies or a lack of proper
tooling. Compliance with the regulations requires understanding your
complex data landscape, instituting a method to properly organize that
data for best practices security and auditing and managing changes and
violations to business-critical data and systems.

MAPPING REGULATIONS TO YOUR BUSINESS
Though compliance mandates may change over time, they will never
completely go away. In fact, if anything, each successive wave seems to
bring with it more strident requirements. This rise in regulatory demand
makes it increasingly difficult to stay on top of compliance mandates —
and increasingly more important.
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The major compliance mandates impacting mainframes include:
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR): Drafted by
the European Union, this compliance mandate is arguably the most
comprehensive data privacy regulation to ever be enacted. Under GDPR,
every company that maintains EU citizens’ data must be able to:
1. Protect personally identifiable information both at rest and motion.
2. Delete personal data at the request of the individual.
3. Move personal data at the request of the individual.
4. Inform individuals of data breaches within 72 hours of an incident.

HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT
(HIPAA): The U.S. government established this regulation to address
concerns about protecting healthcare data and maintaining privacy.
HIPAA has two core components:
1. The Privacy Rule establishes national standards for the protection of
health information.
2. The Security Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected
Health Information (the Security Rule) establishes a national set
of security standards for protecting health information held or
transferred in electronic form.

PAYMENT CARD INDUSTRY DATA SECURITY STANDARD (PCI DSS):
Developed mainly by providers of credit cards, PCI DSS mandates a
standard approach to applying controls to how cardholder data is
processed and stored.

SARBANES-OXLEY (SOX): SOX addresses almost every aspect of
financial reporting. It requires organizations to have a central oversight
board tasked with registering auditors, defining the specific processes
and procedures for compliance audits, inspecting and policing conduct
and quality control and enforcing compliance with specific mandates.

FEDERAL INFORMATION PROCESSING STANDARD 140-2 (FIPS-42):
Enacted by the U.S. government, this standard imposes mechanisms
and controls for document processing, encryption algorithms and other
elements of IT on both non-military government agencies as well as
government contractors and vendors who work with those agencies.
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These requirements represent a small slice of the proverbial
compliance iceberg. Almost every country around the world has enacted
some variation of these regulations with respect to data security and
processing. In most cases, organizations that have mainframes are
struggling to comply with dozens of compliance mandates at a time.

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF ANY COMPLIANCE
AUDIT
Time-consuming processes in compliance can sap your team’s energy
and budget. The fundamental goal of any IT organization is not only to
pass a compliance audit, but to reduce the amount of time and resources
required to maintain compliance. The fact is: True compliance should
foster business growth not disruption.
Understanding the job of a compliance auditor is a key step towards
achieving that goal. To start, a typical compliance audit involves:

The fundamental goal
of any IT organization
is not only to pass a
compliance audit, but
to reduce the amount
of time and resources
required to maintain
compliance.

a) Achieving an understanding of the organization’s business
processes and relevant compliance regulations by reviewing relevant
documentation and interviewing personnel.
b) Obtaining an understanding of how internal controls work then testing
the effectiveness of those controls.
c) Evaluating the results and assessing the need for other controls and
procedures.
d) Reviewing training dates and materials to ensure staff is properly
educated on compliance policies.
e) Determining risks to the business based on potential issues of noncompliance.
Each auditor is going to approach each of these tasks slightly
differently, but the more an organization aims to understand the
auditor’s objectives, the better prepared that organization will be.

BEST PRACTICES ON HOW TO ACHIEVE —
AND MAINTAIN — COMPLIANCE
Organizations need to make sure they adhere to best practices for
compliance from data security to identity governance to establish an
effective compliance program. Those best practices should include a
set of consistent policies and procedures inclusive of automation and
intelligence.
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Best practices required to drive compliance broadly fall into three
categories:
1. DATA DISCOVERY AND CLASSIFICATION
The first step in achieving compliance is knowing where all your sensitive
and regulated data resides as well as being able to easily demonstrate this
capability to an auditor. It’s not possible to accurately assess your risk
posture without knowing where your data is located — and whether it is
being protected. Once your data is located, business decisions can be made
to appropriately secure, encrypt, archive or delete that data.
Complex and toxic data combinations can affect your ability to identify
sensitive and regulated data on the mainframe. Things gets even more
complicated when organizations start to realize how much disparate and
unstructured data exists on the mainframe. While structured data is more
likely to contain personally identifiable information, there are several
reasons why PII might find its way into an unstructured file.
Solutions like CA Data Content Discovery can scan the mainframe to
identify the location of sensitive data and classify that data based on
regulatory or business need. Comprehensive reporting of scan results
provides auditable trails for proof of compliance. Such tools help to
mitigate data exposure risk and protect business-critical information.
2. COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT
Security must be a cross-enterprise endeavor requiring a holistic, 360view of your entire hybrid IT environment. This includes the mainframe.
Comprehensive compliance management is critical to simplifying the
regulatory compliance process and streamlining audits — a key aspect of
maintaining cross-enterprise compliance while keeping costs low.
To do this, enterprises must implement automated compliance
management solutions — like CA Compliance Event Manager — to
monitor users, security settings, and system files, alert to changes and
suspicious activity, filter and forward events to SIEMs and other platforms
and inspect the source of incidents. CA Compliance Event Manager is
unique in that it includes Protected Distributed System (PDS) monitoring
— generating alerts to changes in critical mainframe configuration
files that would otherwise be undetectable. This capability is critical for
preventing breaches stemming from insider threats.
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3. PRIVILEGED ACCESS CONTROL
The mainframe houses large amounts of data critical to driving your
business. Keeping track of rights and privileges associated with accessing
that data can be a major challenge. End users and internal IT teams are
notorious for taking shortcuts — sharing passwords and credentials to
bypass even the best laid compliance plans. Roles are also subject to
change within any organization. People get promoted or switch jobs in
organizations all the time meaning rights are never granted in perpetuity.
IT teams must work closely with business units and human resources to
understand who needs access to specific classes of data and when.
Software solutions like CA Trusted Access Manager for Z control and
monitor all activity performed by privileged accounts by promoting and
demoting existing user identities based on business need. This helps
to eliminate the risk of privileged credential sharing and reduce your
overall risk posture. The solution also generates auditing and forensics
on all activity performed by identities in their privileged state to provide
a comprehensive view designed to simplify auditing. Solutions like CA
Cleanup can also help to remove obsolete, unused, redundant and
excessive access rights to further reduce risk.
Compliance is indispensable to the modern business. The right
strategy is fundamental to raising the bar on digital trust — ensuring
a better customer experience and protecting business-critical data.
Incorporate industry best practices from data security to privileged
access management to achieve and maintain continuous compliance.

WHY COMPLIANCE IS A CROSS-ENTERPRISE
ENDEAVOR
Regulatory compliance requires coordination across all data and all
systems — making compliance a shared responsibility.
Typically, the requisite controls are defined by a dedicated risk
organization that examines everything from sustainability to business
continuity. It is then up to the security and IT departments to implement
those controls. It’s also not uncommon for the IT infrastructure to be
subjected to an audit by an internal risk assessment team. This exercise
prepares the enterprise for an external audit — identifying potential gaps
before an auditor does.
In many cases the budget for acquiring and implementing compliance
processes resides within a centralized risk management organization. It’s
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38%

of responding
organizations have a
Chief Risk Officer (CRO).

23%

of organizations are still
evaluating the role of
Chief Risk Officer (CRO).

worth noting though that not every organization is as far down the path
as others. In a recent survey, only 38 percent of respondents said their
organization had a Chief Risk Officer (CRO). Another 23 percent said
their organization is still evaluating the role.

ASK THE EXPERT: LEARN HOW TO ADDRESS
REGULATORY CONCERN ON THE MAINFRAME
— Stuart McIvrine, CA Technologies, VP, Product Management
WHERE DOES THE MAINFRAME FACTOR INTO THE OVERALL
SECURITY STRATEGY?
The Chief Information Security Officer is often focused on the
distributed environment; however, cross-enterprise security is
critical to securing mission-essential data and complying with the
regulations. Most corporate data still resides on the mainframe — 70%
of transactions run on the platform. The mainframe — though the
most secure platform — is not immune to regulatory mishaps and
cyber threats. Enterprises must take advantage of advanced security
solutions including privileged access management and multi-factor
authentication to effectively secure the enterprise mobile-tomainframe.
ARE THE STANDARD SECURITY PROCEDURES ON THE
MAINFRAME CHANGING? IF SO, HOW?
They are certainly changing. 50 years ago, there weren’t many
regulations. Policies and procedures for the mainframe must now
adapt to regulatory requirements defining standards for data
collection, storage and protection. Enterprises, for instance, are
spending a lot more time identifying, classifying and protecting key
fields and key records of data. Reporting is critical too — being able
to create an auditable trail.
WHAT ARE THE FUNDAMENTALS OF A COMPLIANCE AUDIT?
The auditor typically starts by reviewing the organization’s business
strategies, various job roles and responsibilities and current policies
and procedures. The auditor will then outline the objectives across
key areas and determine whether the organization has established
controls defined by the regulations. This includes interviewing
personnel to ensure they understand and adhere to those controls.
The compliance audit will also include an assessment of the devices
and equipment as well as a review of the organization’s system of
reporting. The final audit report will highlight failure areas in need of
remediation and additional controls required to manage risk.
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THE TRUE VALUE OF COMPLIANCE
The goal of compliance is twofold: Build a stronger business and reduce
the risks of non-compliance. This requires a concerted effort across the
entire organization mobile-to-mainframe. It takes the support of several
teams to achieve and maintain compliance with the litany of regulatory
mandates, however organizations that proactively comply with these
regulations are among the most trusted in the world. This trust almost
always results in higher brand equity and greater customer retention —
both of which drive business growth.
Given both the tangible and intangible costs associated with failing
to meet compliance mandates, it’s fair to say compliance with the
regulations is nothing short of priceless.
For more information, please visit ca.com/mainframe-security
CA Technologies (NASDAQ: CA) provides IT management solutions
that help customers manage and secure complex IT environments to
support agile business services. Organizations leverage CA Technologies
software and SaaS solutions to accelerate innovation, transform
infrastructure and secure data and identities, from the data center to the
cloud. CA Technologies is committed to ensuring our customers achieve
their desired outcomes and expected business value through the use of
our technology. To learn more about our customer success programs, visit
ca.com/customer-success.

